
     Installation instructions for installing Sure Grip Hand Controls in a VPG MV-1. 

 There are many steps to installing Sure Grip Hand Controls into an MV-1 that are not elaborated upon in 

the following instructions. They are to be used alongside the Sure Grip Installation Manual as they are 

designed to point out the procedures specific to an MV-1 installation and not serve as a complete 

installation guide.   

Step 1: Your hand control kit should include the Sure Grip MV-1 Bracket (pictured below). If you have 

this bracket, continue to step 2. If you do not have this bracket, please contact us to place an order for 

one. 

 

Step 2: Remove plastic portion of lower dash panel. In order to do this you do not need to remove any 

fasteners. The panel can simply be pulled off 

Step 3: Remove steel knee bolster. Remove the four 10mm bolts indicated by the red arrows in the 

picture below. 

 



Step 4: Unhook D-Link (circled in the picture above) from the steel knee bolster using a 9/32” wrench. 

Step 5: Locate the knee bolster support brace (indicated below by red arrow) on the right hand side of 

the steering wheel and drill two ½” holes in it that align with the two ½” holes in the Sure Grip MV-1 

Bracket 

  

Step 6: Install the MV-1 bracket by threading the two 5/16” bolts into the bracket from below. Tighten 

to 25ft/lbs. When finished it should look like the picture below.  

  

 

 



 

Step 7: Insert support rod into clamping block and position support rod as show below before tightening 

the clamping block bolts. Push the support rod into the clamping block hole as far as you can so the 90 

degree bend is pressed up against the edge of the block. Once the support rod is in position, tighten the 

clamping block bolts until the support rod is secure.  

 

From this point, you can continue the installation from section 9.4 in the Sure Grip Installation manual. 

When you get to section 9.7.2 (install brake tube), follow step 8. 

Step 8: When installing Sure Grip Hand Controls on an MV-1 make sure the brake tube goes through the 

dash. The brake tube is already bent when it comes with the kit so simply attach the ball joint on the 

brake tube to the brake tab on the main body and place the brake rod through the dash as 

demonstrated in the picture below. In order to do this you will have to slightly trim the dash panel. 

.  



Step 9: Re-install the steel knee bolster and the lower dash panel. In order to do this some modifications 

will need to be made. You will need to make a cut in the knee bolster as circled below as well as a 

similarly sized cut in the plastic of the lower dash panel. 

 

         

               Caution 

The shape of the plastic that covers the steering column between the dash and the steering 

wheel is rectangular, resulting in a variation of space between the main body of the hand 

control and the steering column shroud depending on the position of the steering wheel. If you 

have the steering wheel in the straight position and put the main body directly under it the 

plastic of the steering column cover will make contact with the hand control when the steering 

wheel is turned.  Make sure that there is enough room between the column cover and the main 

body for the steering wheel to have its full range of motion without contacting the hand 

control.  

If you encounter any issues during this installation please contact Sure Grip technical support at 

1-888-370-5050. 


